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This ad appeared for 'How to quit smoking'.

Congruency
Top to Bottom Copy
The headline must be connected to the body and thumbnail
Close up images of people work well
Everything Makes Sense

When writing your YouTube In-Feed Video ad copy, these things are most
important:

There is no flow. To be honest, this would not make me look twice and I'd go to the 2nd video which was ranking
organically, and view that instead.

The headline is intriguing but I think this is a poor ad overall. The thumbnail is boring and has zero to do with smoking,
or quitting it.

You'll see how to add the copy to your ads in the 'over the shoulder' video on ad et-up but for now, let's look at 2
examples:
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It could be something as simple as:

This ad appeared for 'How to speak French'.

Do not make crazy claims
Do not use the word 'cure'
Spell words correctly
Do not use abbreviations or symbols
No swearing

Headline: Want to be able to speak to French people smoothly?

The headline, though, is awful. No curiosity, no question. It does not make me want to click.

Body: Then watch this short video and be able to have fun and rewarding conversations in French.

In my opinion, this thumbnail is much better. The close up of the face works so well. She looks like she is thinking
and is of the age of Ouino's prospective customers. She fits their persona.

Dos and Don’ts

Example Ad 2
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Scale that!

Same again with copy.

Then you have your MASTER. 

See what works best and chose that one.

But we never really know what will work till we try.

Use a smiling face if you are the brand of your product or service.

Close ups of people that are closely related to your persona work 

Happy people are great for offers that promote a happy end

This is why you need to split test thumbnails and headlines and copy.

If you are selling a medical offer, use a happy image as it is a symbol or relief.

You could take out 2 identical discovery ads, the only difference being the thumbnail.

If you are promoting a situation whereby someone is looking to escape something, use an anguished face.

Then, with the winning thumbnail, take out 2 more ads the only difference being the headline. Choose the winner.
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